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Users can carry everything for the day from electronics to lunch  
in the Incase Staple backpacks’ simple yet modern design. This 
backpack securely fits a 15in MacBook® in the laptop sleeve and 
has an easy-access main compartment. An additional security 
pocket is located on the back panel—perfect for discreet and quick 
access to essential items. 

Color DSC# Vendor# Min SRP 
Red/Black 68583 CL55547 1 $70.53  
Camo/Black 68584 CL55563 1 $70.53  

The Staple of Back-to-School Shopping
New Products from Incase!
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let there be music.

Speakers just got cooler with the JammyPack Freeze-Dom Cooler. The fully detachable USB  
speaker is secured in a zippered closure; the cooler is fully lined and comes with an adjustable shoulder strap. Users 
can bring life to any tailgate party, beach or camping trip with this snack and music combo. 

Pancho Villa: DSC# 69844   |   Vendor# ICE1501   |   Min 1   |   SRP $70.59  

 Whether warming up in the streets or preparing for a full day hike, users will love this loud backpack. The unique 
Bluetooth technology o�ers an internal rechargeable battery for 18 hours of play and USB for limitless additional 
power. The URBANPack features H20 coating, an upper sunglass pocket, skateboard straps, a chest strap, a cell 
phone mesh pocket, a laptop protective sleeve (�ts up to a 19in laptop) and more!

Dylan Thompson: DSC# 69865   |   Vendor# BP015BT   |   Min 1   |   SRP $116.47   

Users become a walking party this wearable portable  
speaker.  With the long lasting battery, crisp sound, and coming in a multitude of designs, this JammyPack 
Woven will never leave users sides. 

Sienna: DSC# 69869   |   Vendor# JP1504BT   |   Min 1   |   SRP $94.11   

Visit www.dstewartcanada.com to see all available styles and colors.

Wearable Speakers
New Patterns and Styles Now Available! 
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Beta Now Available

With the Livescribe 3 smartpen and the Livescribe+ mobile app, users can simply write on paper 

and watch it instantly appear on their tablet or smartphone. Notes become more useful when they 

are tagged, organized, searchable and converted to text. Users can create tasks, reminders, calendar 

events, new contacts and more, right from their notes. They can use the mic on a tablet or smartphone 

to add recorded audio that’s synced with their handwriting so they can be sure they’ll never miss 

a word. They can quickly share notes and ideas with friends and colleagues. Get more done in less 

time—all with just a few quick taps of a finger.

DSC# 39192   |   Vendor# APX-00016   |   Min 1   |   SRP $176.41  

The Written Word, Transformed.
Same pen, more compatibility. 

S M A R T  P E N3
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These spring-loaded cord winders from Recoil 
Winders will solve the age-old problem of tangled 
and unidentifiable cords and cables. Ranging in size, 
there is an organizational solution for every user!

Aircom’s patented airtube technology uses an air-filled hollow tube to 
increase air space and sound development, which produces more body, 
delivering a “live” listening experience that users can feel.

BRING SOUND TO LIFE
Presenting sound intensifying airtube technology

A3 Stereo Headset – Active

• Airtube sound technology delivers lively sound
• Built-in microphone with ON/OFF switch
• Clic-It magnetic end-caps
• Secure Fit offering ring sizes S/M/L for a custom

and comfort fit
• Three color options: White, Yellow, Pink

Color DSC# Vendor# Min SRP
Pink 69952 A3 Pink 1 $47.05 
White 69953 A3 White 1 $47.05 
Yellow 69954 A3 Yellow 1 $47.05 

RECOIL AUTOMATIC CORD WINDERS
UNTANGLE • ORGANIZE • PROTECT

Recoil Automatic Cord Winder  
Hexagon Display
Display includes: (12) Small White,  
(12) Medium White, and (12) Large White. 
DSC# 66404   |   Vendor# RCHEX 
Min 1   |   SRP $423.11

Recoil Automatic Cord Winder  
Hexagon Display with Backfill
Display includes: (36) Small White,  
(36) Medium White, and (36) Large White.
DSC# 66405   |   Vendor# RCHEX36 
Min 1   |   SRP $1,269.32  

Recoil Winders Tower Dispenser
Display includes: (11) White Recoil Winders. 
Medium 
DSC# 66406   |   Vendor# RCMHTD 
Min 1   |   SRP $129.28  
Large 
DSC# 66407   |   Vendor# RCLHTD 
Min 1   |   SRP $129.28   
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Power Bank 6600Mhz 
This 6000Mhz built-in rechargeable lithium- 
ion battery supplies power for users’ handheld  
devices; smartphones, iPad®, iPod®, cameras, 
game players, you name it. Features include: 
four LED indicators that reveal the battery level, 
simultaneously charge two digital devices with 
dual USB output, over-charge protection and 1ms 
short circuit protection and a 7.5 hour life cycle.
DSC# 71526   |   Vendor# P61   |   Min 1 
SRP $23.52   

Power Bank 3000Mhz 
Portable, compact and stylish are just some of 
the features to the 3000Mhz power bank. There 
are four LED indicators that reveal the battery 
level, a lithium polymer fully charged by 1A 
adapter and a four hour lifespan cycle. 
DSC# 71527   |   Vendor# P31   |   Min 1 
SRP $17.65    

Small Counter Displays 
with a Whole Lot of Charge

Users will love these on-the-go smartphone chargers!

This display includes:

 » (10) Charging on-the-go with Lightning (8-pin) 
Connectors

 » (10) Charging on-the-go with Micro USB Connectors.

DSC# 66639   |   Vendor# LB001-PDQ 
Min 1   |   SRP $529.40  

This pre-packaged display includes:

 » 10 Lightning 8-Pin to USB cables 

 » 10 Micro-USB cables 

 » 5 Black, 4 White, and 1 Red of each cable

DSC# 70930   |   Vendor# CST003-PDQ 
Min 1   |   SRP $294.11

iWalk Charging  
On the Go Display

iWalk Twister  
Cable Display 

Never Lose Anything 
Again with Find.

NEW  
from Rocky  
Mountain Ram!

Users no longer have to worry 
about losing their keys, phone, 
or bag. Find helps prevent loss 
or theft of items that users hold 
most dear. This Bluetooth tag can 
locate users’ objects on the Find 
app and set off a strong alarm 
making locating objects easier 
than ever. The battery lasts six 
months and is replaceable!
Color DSC# Vendor#
Blue 66383 10001
Red 66384 10002
White 66385 10004
Black 66386 10007

Min 1  |  SRP $35.28
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Add flavor to music with Bubble Gum Talk. These stereo earphones are available in six fun, playful 
colors to complement users’ styles. The lightweight design and flexible earbuds provide a snug, 
comfortable fit, while the high-performance speakers deliver excellent audio quality. Bubble Gum 
Talk comes with a built-in mic and remote so that users seamlessly can answer calls or change 
tracks without taking out their phone.

Answer Calls  
For incoming calls, users click the remote to  
answer the call and hold a hands-free conversation. 

Change Tracks Easily 
The built-in mic and remote allows users to easily 
change tracks by clicking once to play or pause 
and double click to skip to the next track. 

Compatibility 
These earbuds work with both Apple and  
Android products, just plug in and start listening.

Excellent Sound 
High performance speakers extend frequency 
range and lower distortion so users can enjoy crisp, 
clean audio.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 55060 BBGUMTALKSBK
Blue 55061 BBGUMTALKSBL
Pink 55062 BBGUMTALKSPN
Purple 55063 BBGUMTALKSPU
White 55064 BBGUMTALKSWH
Yellow 55065 BBGUMTALKSYL
Min 1   |   SRP $11.75   

Bubble Gum Talk Earbuds 
Take Multi-Tasking to the Next Level



IT’S HIP TO BE CUBE
Presenting the Polaroid CUBE lifestyle action camera—
weatherproof, shockproof, mountable, and built to handle 
everything you can imagine. Bursting with fun, the Cube 
includes 6MP images, 124° wide angle lens, built-in mic, and 
built-in battery that records up to 90 minutes!

Color DSC# Vendor# SRP
Black 68964 POLC3BK $117.64
Blue 68965 POLC3BL $117.64
Red 68966 POLC3R  $117.64

Quickly and conveniently transfer 
photos from smartphones to 
Pringo and voilà! Users’ photos 
can be printed anytime, anywhere. 
This Wi-Fi portable printer features 
custom stamps, UV resistance, 
fingerprint proof paper, and 
eco–friendly dye-sub printing 
technology!

DSC# 54916
Vendor# 88P303700A
SRP $117.64

Print on demand anytime, 
anywhere with Pringo 
Instant Photo, Instant Fun!

Pringo Printing Paper  
and Cartridge
Package includes 3 or 10 ribbon 
cartridges and 30 or 100 photo 
papers for 30 or 100 images.

Cartridge and 30 Sheets
DSC# 54917  •  Vendor# 87.PG901.02XV 
Min 1  •  SRP $17.64

Cartridge and 100 Sheets
DSC# 54918  •  Vendor# 87.PG902.06XT 
Min 1  •  SRP $52.93
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Share your Stream. 
Gigastone Media Streamer Plus A-4
Users unleash a world of unlimited content with 
the Dane-Elec Media Streamer. Access music, 
movies, videos, and documents by simply 
downloading files onto an SD card or USB drive. 
With WiFi sharing reaching up to 4 devices, 8 
hours of playback time, and up to 4 hours of 
mobile power charge; students will stay social. 
Connect to the media streamer through the 
mobile app. Devices supported: iPhone®, iPad®, 
iPod Touch®, Android™ smartphones and tablets, 
Windows® smartphone and tablets, and PCs and 
Mac® computers.

DSC# 66877  |  Vendor# GS-MSA4-LC |  SRP $105.87

Long Lasting Memory 
Gigastone USB Thumb Drive 2.0
Dane-Elec flash drives provides users with the 
storage and performance they need to store, 
back-up, transfer or share their favorite pictures, 
videos, or music.

Size DSC# Vendor# SRP
8GB 66952 GS-Z08GRU1-R $9.35
16GB 66953 GS-Z16GRUG1-R $16.41
32GB 66967 GS-Z32GRUG1-R $25.82

It’s a Grip. It’s a Case. 
It’s a Cover. 
GripSense for iPad
Users experience an unparalleled level of comfort 
allowing them to have the ultimate control over 
their iPad. GripSense protects users’ devices from 
daily wear and tear, putting their mind at ease 
to focus on the computing task at hand. Best of 
all, GripSense offers designer styling that makes 
users, tablets as beautiful as they are functional. 

Size DSC# Vendor# SRP
Blue 66899 GS02-BL-O $47.05
Black 66884 GS02-B-O $47.05
White 66885 GS02-W-O $47.05
Pink 66898 GS02-P-O $47.05
Purple 66900 GS02-PR-O $47.05

It’s a Grip. It’s a Case.

Share, Store, and Protect with Dane-Elec Products!
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Essential Tech Accessories
Pre-Book OnHand Orders Now!

New Products Available with Charging Stations Other Great New Products

OnHand Charging Station Merchandiser
These Charging Stations add 45 pegs into your store, carrying an 
assortment of OnHand products. O�ering students a free charging 
service to charge their mobile devices, each charging station includes 1 
Bluetooth® speaker and 3 charging cables, compatible with all devices. 
This e�cient 2ft by 3ft display maximizes sales per square foot. 

These displays include:
• Charging Station Merchandiser
• Black, Blue, and Green Portable Sport Speaker
• Black, Blue, and Green Octopus, Turtle and Snail Shower Speaker
• 8-Pin Black, Blue, Green, Pink, and Red Everlasting Nylon 5ft Cable
• Micro-USB Black, Blue, Green, Pink, and Red Everlasting Nylon 5ft Cable
• 3.5mm Auxiliary Black, Blue, and Pink Everlasting Nylon 3ft Cable
• 8-Pin Black and Silver Slim Battery Pack
• Micro-USB Black and Silver Slim Battery Pack
• Black, Blue, and Pink Portable Power Stick

OnHand Portable Power Stick
The Portable Power Stick holds a massive 
3000mAh charge allowing users to get nearly 
two full charges on their smartphone. An 
increased 2amp charge gives a faster charge 
than most household outlets. 

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 68686 BLK-PPSOH
Blue 68700 BLU-PPSOH SRP $23.52
Pink 68708 PNK-PPSOH

OnHand Slim Battery Pack
The Slim Battery Pack o�ers a substantial 
3000mAh charge giving users nearly two full 
charges on their smartphone. Perfectly sized to 
�t in your pocket while charging on the go with 
built in 1.5amp microUSB or 8pin charging cord.

Color DSC# Vendor# SRP
Black mUSB 68683 MUBLK-SBPOH $47.05
Silver mUSB 68684 MUSLVR-SBPOH $47.05
Black 8-pin 68681 8BLK-SBPOH $52.93
Silver 8-pin 68682 8SLVR-SBPOH $52.93

OnHand Everlasting Nylon 
Auxiliary Cable
This Everlasting Nylon Auxiliary Cable is double 
braided nylon, 8mm, and reaches 3ft. Users 
can power up their headphones, connect to 
their speakers, or sync to their car with this 
indestructible cord. 

Color DSC# Vendor# 
Black 68726 AUXBLK-NCOH 
Blue 68727 AUXBLU-NCOH SRP $7.05
Pink 68732 AUXPNK-NCOH

OnHand Sel�e Stick Display
This 10in Sel�e Stick extends up to 3.5ft. ensuring 
students to get the best angle for their pictures. 
The built in auxiliary input allows users to control 
the shutter from the handle of the stick—no 
charging required. 

DSC# 68680  |  Vendor# 12PACK-SELFOH 
SRP $282.21

OnHand Sel�e Stick
DSC# 68679  |  Vendor# SELF-STXOH 
SRP $23.52

Description DSC# Vendor# SRP
Division Pack (81 units) 68676 DIV-CSMOH $2,048.46
Conference Pack (146 units) 68677 CONF-CSMOH $3,572.40
Championship Pack (226 units) 68678 CHAMP-CSMOH $5,696.16

Products will begin shipping in July 2015.

Compatible with  
all smartphones!
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Wireless Connectivity
This On-The-Go Cloud offers wireless transfer 
and streaming abilities and can connect with  
up to 5 devices* at time at 2.4 GHz on an  
encrypted network

Network Details
Both LAN (Local Area Network) and NAS (Network 
Attached Storage)** capabilities

Data Transfer
Transfer data faster with rates up to 80 Mbps

Free Mobile App
Never run out of mobile memory, with iPhone®, iPad®, 
and Android™ compatibility

Additional Features
Wireless and wired (USB) 3-1 media reader: SD, SDHC, 
SDXC, microSD, microSDHC, microSDXC, and USB (up 
to 2TB), light up battery so users will know when 
they’re running low, and Ethernet-powered hotspot 
capabilities with compatible devices

*Performance may vary based on user’s hardware and system configuration.
**No embedded media.

A Cloud of Your Own
The ultimate in digital connectivity

This wireless media access hub can connect to PCs, Macs, tablets, and 
smartphones. Being lightweight and cable-free are not this device’s only 
features—use this product as a streaming tool, file sharer, Wi-Fi hotspot, 
or a backup battery. The personal cloud can be used to watch movies on 
an airplane, collaborate on a group project, or power up users’ phones—
the choice is theirs.

This wireless media access hub can connect to PCs, Macs, tablets, and 
smartphones. Being lightweight and cable-free are not this device’s only 
features—use this product as a streaming tool, file sharer, Wi-Fi hotspot, 
or a backup battery. The personal cloud can be used to watch movies on 
an airplane, collaborate on a group project, or power up users’ phones—

DSC# 68938  •  Vendor# WCRD3-0008-B  •  Min 1  •  SRP $58.81
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New Version!Introducing QuarkXPress 2015
Love Print. Live Digital.

When it comes to professional results, 
details matter. QuarkXPress 10 has 
been redesigned from the inside out 
to deliver stunning graphics, brilliant 
productivity features and a design canvas 
to accentuate users’ creativity. With 
QuarkXPress users can communicate 
in the ways they need to, while looking 
professional and generate quality 
content. So whether they love print or 
live digital, create with QuarkXPress 10.

Contact your Account Manager at  
800-279-2795 for more information 
about Quark.

Introducing Pro Tools 12
Create. Collaborate. Be Heard.
EDU pricing is available!

Pro Tools 12 is the industry-standard audio production platform. Students 
can create the perfect setup for their needs with a variety of Pro Tools 
solutions so they can compose, record, edit, and mix high-quality music  
or sounds. 

Take a step into the future with new features in Pro Tools 12

Collaborate in the Cloud
With Cloud Collaboration for Pro Tools users can compose, record, edit, and mix 
sessions collaboratively with other Pro Tools users, no matter where they are, as if 
they’re all working together in the same studio.

Make Connections in the Avid Marketplace
With Avid Marketplace, users will be able to publish session files, multichannel 
stems, and stereo mixdowns directly from Pro Tools for license in the public 
marketplace. Designed to help users forge meaningful connections, Avid 
Marketplace will allow users to share, collaborate, promote, and sell their work.

Manage and Track Assets
A new open, universal metadata schema will help users manage, track, and 
document every asset and project they create.

Access Work from Anywhere
With the new audio archival service, users will be able to store content and track it, 
whether stored locally or in the cloud.

Already have Pro Tools 9, 10, 11, Express, or M-Powered? 
Upgrade and support plans are available to gain access to the latest features and 
24x7 expert help worldwide. Contact your Account Manager for more information 
at 800-279-2795.
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Parallels Desktop for Mac is the world’s easiest, fastest, and most powerful 
solution for running Windows applications on a Mac. Parallels’ high-performing, 
easy-to-use software has been the #1 choice of Mac users for over 8 years.

With Parallels Desktop for Mac, your customers can seamlessly run Windows 
and its applications side by side with Mac OS X on a single Mac, allowing them 
to run the Windows apps they need on the Mac they love.

Parallels features include:

1-click optimization 
automatically sets virtual 
machine settings for optimal 
performance based on what 
is done most

Real-time virtual disk 
optimization automatically 
compacts the virtual disk 
while users work, so it takes 
only as much space on the 
hard disk as it really needs

Support for running a wide 
array of operating systems 
including OS X Mavericks, 
Windows 8.1 & 7, Linux and 
Google Chrome means you 
can do just about anything on 
your Mac.

Easily copy and paste and 
drag and drop text and files 
between Windows and Mac

USE THE MAC YOU LOVE.
RUN THE WINDOWS APPS YOU NEED.

#1 Choice for Mac Users

Introducing Adobe Acrobat DC.
�e most connected Acrobat. Ever.

Announcing Adobe Acrobat Pro DC with 
Document Cloud services for Education

�e complete PDF solution that enhances  
productivity and collaboration across your institution. 

All-new Adobe Acrobat Pro DC with Adobe Document 
Cloud services includes completely reimagined PDF 
tools that let students, faculty and sta� create, edit, sign, 
and track documents like never before. Users can take 
their �les anywhere and access them through their 
computer or mobile device.

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 
for more information about Adobe Acrobat!

Announcing Adobe Acrobat Pro DC with 
Document Cloud services for Education

�e complete PDF solution that enhances 
productivity and collaboration across your institution. 

All-new Adobe Acrobat Pro DC with Adobe Document 
Cloud services includes completely reimagined PDF 
tools that let students, faculty and sta� create, edit, sign, 
and track documents like never before. Users can take 
their �les anywhere and access them through their 
computer or mobile device.

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 

DSC# 36443  |  Vendor# PDFML-SL220-EN
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Featuring: 
• Standard Marketing Publications—

VAR and Retail

• Marketing Assets

• Vendor Information Centers

• Merchandising Kits and Displays

• Trainings and Webinars

• And Additional Resources!

Visit the Marketing Toolbox at dstewart.com!

Do you need log in credentials? 
Please set up a new account via  
dstewart.com or contact us at  
custserv@dstewart.com and start 
searching today!
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